
QT-6600& QT-6100
EPoS Terminals

Outstanding solutions for the hospitality industry



Easy
Simple to use features help staff

work quickly and effectively

Stylish
The compact and

streamlined design

will fit well with any

interior scheme

Robust
Hard wearing materials

and a quick return to

operation after power

interuptions means your

always ready to go

Smart
A scalable system with

an intuitive touch screen

layout and advanced

operating helps your

business work smarter

Profitable
Accurate input, quicker turnover

and upselling prompts lead to

better profits

Fast
Speedy operation means better

served customers and faster

throughput

QT-6600 & QT-6100 EPoS
solutions deliver real business
advantage. A scalable system
that delivers fast, efficient front
of house service and integrates
seamlessly with the back office,
your customers and staff will
be pleased you chose Casio.

Simple programming philosophy

The Casio EPoS system’s straightforward programming technology ensures initial set up and on going use couldn’t be

simpler. Products can be quickly created within department categories so that items of the same type are together and these

are then automatically displayed within  their department sets providing fast, effortless access. Other key benefits also include

one-touch  modification of price, product names and key top colour, while items that are out of stock or are no longer selling

can be temporarily or permanently removed instantly, avoiding customer or staff confusion. Less used functions and end of

day reporting can be stored in easily accessible separate management menus.

System connectivity and flexibility

Connections between terminals and printers through a LAN Network provides for simple set up and robust operation, and

with six RS-232c ports connectivity for the support of external devices is all in place.  With the LAN set up it’s easy to add a

back office PC and with broadband communications, a remote computer, giving access to management and Head Office

quickly and easily.

Security control

Security is of paramount importance so Casio’s system allows  operator control through Clerk Secret Code or Dallas Key with

access for those operators configurable on program set up. Management can see who’s been doing what with the system at

all times. The system also delivers peace of mind through highly developed end-of-day cashing procedures and money

declaration. Another great feature is that transactions are resumed immediately following power failure which helps  to ensure

data is not lost.



Whatever your business – make it better with Casio

Fast Food & Coffee Outlets
In the busy world of Fast Food Outlets and

Coffee Bars, speed and accuracy are vital for

management, staff and most important of all,

the customer. Casio’s up-selling prompt system

and speedier order processing mean that those

profit targets are a little closer. Making sure the

customers get what they order is easy, as

straightforward item selection and on-screen

updates mean that orders can be read back to

make sure they are correct. Eating in or Taking

Out? – simple to select options mean that

complicated tax transactions are as easy as a

tap on the screen. Fast, efficient service with a

clear bill featuring the right items at the right tax

rate – that’s sure to keep everyone coming

back for more.

Hotels
Whatever size hotel, Casio’s EPoS system

gives you room to grow. The fully scalable

solution is perfect for both the large chain

and smaller independent hotel. Able to

produce hotel bills that capture restaurant

and bar bills by location and date, the

accurate information system keeps busy

front desk staff and customers informed and

positive. Optional integration with existing

front desk solutions is possible meaning that

whatever your current set-up, everyone will

benefit by installing an EPoS system which

delivers on all levels. And of course all the

great features outlined in our bar and

restaurant sections apply to hotel food and

beverage outlets.
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Restaurants
One of the really beneficial features of

Casio’s EPoS solution is the 

automated table plan, which can open

automatically when you sign on. This

innovative system shows you instantly, by

colour whether the table is occupied,

separated and even if the customer’s bill

has been produced yet helping to avoid

that long wait when they’re ready to leave.

Set menus are no problem and another

great feature for staff is the ability to show

instructions on how a particular drink or

dish is prepared. Seamless

kitchen/customer communication is

available with prompts for things like how a

customer wants their steak cooked. Easy-

to-use, clever features like these can help

to give your restaurant the edge.

Bars
When it comes to service, the busy bar is the

real front line. Fast service can mean the

difference between making a profit or not. The

Casio EPoS system’s easy-to-use interface

means your staff will be able to quickly search

for and register items. Customers will see the

benefits too, as they are served efficiently and

accurately. When out with colleagues and

friends their tabs can be identified by name,

making for smooth payment at the end of the

session. Another great feature is the

automatic prompt for food orders to require a

table identifier. This helps make sure your

waiting staff and customers are happy, as the

food gets to the right place at the right time –

simple but effective.



Casio’s EPoS solution offers seamless integration

CBMS
Casio Business Management Solution

While CBMS is a great driver for the QT range it is

also a tried and trusted software. Able to integrate

easily and quickly with a wide variety of other

systems, this is an ideal solution for the Hospitality

industry. CBMS gives an effective business

management solution, providing instant access to

reports and business performance information.

Comprehensive, yet simple to use, this software

incorporates stock control, profit analysis, complete

maintenance of the point-of-sale terminal, product

ordering and historical sales reporting.

Features include:

• Instant set up from existing PoS

• Comprehensive item  

maintenance

• Detailed sales & stock reports 

with exports

• Simple stock purchase

• Traditional stock take

procedure identifying losses 

with true item profit

Tech Spec

Specifications

Display 15-inch colour LCD with touch

panel control

Environment
Operating temperature 0 – 40  ̊C

Operating humidity 20 – 85% RH

In-built customer display standard

Dimensions 362 x 354 x 368mm

Weight Approx 8.3kg (including stand)

Power consumption AC 120-240V +/- 10%/Max. 1.5A

Communication port Ethernet (10/100 Base-T/Tx) x 1

RS232c x 6

Memory card slots CF x 1

Drawer ports 2

Sound record/playback Yes

Options

Remote display QT-6060D

Magnetic card reader QT-6046MCR

Dallas key Standard

RS-232C printer (thermal) UP-370B

LAN printer (thermal) UP-400B

Cash drawer DL-2810

12-inch colour LCD with touch

panel control

0 – 40  ̊C

20 – 85% RH

optional

343 x 297 x 311 mm

Approx 5kg (including stand)

AC 120-240V +/- 10%/Max. 1.1A

Ethernet (10/100 Base-T/Tx) x 1

RS232c x 3

CF x 1

2

No

QT-6060D

QT-6046MCR

Standard

UP-370B

N/A

DL-2810

QT-6600                 QT-6100

Orderman Mobile Terminals
Orderman – the first radio ordering system

specifically developed for the hospitality

industry – has revolutionised the market.

Orderman is the original. Since 1994, the

system has been at the forefront of trends

and innovations in hand-held solutions for

stadiums, bars and nightclubs,

restaurants, cafes and quick service

establishments. The Orderman hand held

devices deliver customer orders to the

kitchen wirelessly, so your service staff can

spend more time with your customers. This

means fewer missed orders, relaxed,

customer-focused staff and most

importantly happier, well-served guests.



Is your business ready
to work quicker, better
and more profitably?

Contact us now

epos@casio.co.uk
or visit

www.casio.co.uk/systems

Casio Electronics Co Ltd, Unit 6, 

1000 North Circular Road, London NW2 7JD

Telephone: 020 8450 9131

Your Local Casio EPoS Dealer:


